Lesson Two
The First Vowel Pattern and Two Words
Summary: This lesson will introduce the ﬁrst vowel pattern, oa, and

use the ﬁve letters from Lesson One to teach two words. Students will
learn the vowel pattern using a mnemonic story and decode the words using a key word-attack strategy (the Seven Special Reading Steps) that will
eventually be applied to learn approximately 2,000 words. Then students
will combine phonemic awareness with previously learned printing skills.
As in the previous lesson and all other lessons where a letter is taught,
students will use a visual clue to learn sound-symbol association, perform
exercises to develop phonemic awareness, and print lowercase forms.

Materials: For the teacher, Beginning Level Teaching Cards Numbers
6-7 (optional), Appendix C for reference and the word cards on the ﬁrst
page of Appendix D. For each student, copies of Appendices B and E, and
pages 7-8 from Beginning Green Workbook A.

Integral: 6

It is wise to begin each lesson with a little warm-up review activity. You will
notice that this lesson begins with a suggestion for reviewing the letter clues
from Cards 1-5. However, many of you will teach Lesson Two during the same
session as Lesson One, so the warm-up may not be necessary this time.

Part 1: The Story of the oa Friends
Prepare your students for this lesson by reviewing the ﬁve letters from Lesson
One. Hold up cards 1-5 (or facsimiles) in random order and ask the corresponding questions. For example, for the letter c, you would hold up the picture, then
ask “What is stuck in the child’s mouth?” etc. If students demonstrate difﬁculty
remembering the correct sound for a particular letter, review the corresponding
picture clue, shufﬂe the cards again and repeat the process a few times.
Pass out copies of Appendix B to each student. Line 6 will be used during this
lesson. Next, explain to students that the reason they are learning letters is that
they can put the letters together to make words. You are now going tell them a
story about two of the letters they have learned which will help them read and
write many words.
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Hold up Beginning Level Teaching Card 6 or recreate Figure 2.1 on the board.
Read from the back of the card, or repeat or paraphrase the following:
Soon you will read some words that have the /o/ sound in them. But the
big, round guy who says /o/ cannot make his sound unless he has another
big, round letter beside him that stands second in line. That other letter is
his friend - big, round a who leans on a stick. The letter a has to be quiet
because he is second in line, but he has a special job. Letter a has a tiny,
invisible foot which can kick big, round o. He does not kick o very hard
because they are friends - just hard enough to make o say his /o/ sound loud
and long /o-o-o-o/. [It is quite important for students to say the sound loud
and long. See Reading Step 2 in Appendix C for details.]

Figure 2.1
Card 6

Ask students to print big, round o on line 6 of Appendix B. Then ask, “Who is
o’s friend?” (a) Then direct students to print big, round a who has to be quiet
right after o. Have your students print the oa friends a few more times.
Draw students’ attention back to Beginning Level Teaching Card 6 or the duplication of Figure 2.1. Ask the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Whom do you see? (the friends o and a)
Who is ﬁrst in line? (o)
Who shouts his sound? (o)
Why does o get to shout his sound? (because he is ﬁrst in line)
What if o forgets to say his sound? (a kicks him)
Then what does he say? (/o-o-o/)
So what sound do o and a say together? (/o-o-o/)
Page 7 of Beginning Green Workbook A provides reinforcement
for the oa friends. For additional practice printing, see Stevenson’s Letters Printing Workbook, page 15.

Part 2: Reading goat and coat
Before you begin, tell students that there is one very simple, but very important,
step that they need to take every time they try to ﬁgure out a new word. They
need to look at the whole word. Tell them you are going to ask them a question and you want the whole class to speak up clearly and answer together:
•

What is the ﬁrst step you take when you want to read a new word?
(Look at the whole word!)

Now students are ready to learn the essential Stevenson decoding strategy
called the Seven Special Reading Steps. Do not expect students to memorize
these steps. Simply guide them though the process. You can either hold up Be-

Most students can
proceed immediately
to Part 2 as soon as
they have completed
Part 1. Therefore, you
may wish to postpone
assigning the workbook page until later.

This simple step is important. Students who
only decode the word
left to right often miss
important cues and
then guess the vowel
sound incorrectly.
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ginning Level Teaching Card 7 and follow the instructions on the back, or you
can print the word goat on the board, then follow the dialogue below:
• What is the ﬁrst step you take when you read a new word? (Look at the
whole word.)
• Do you see the two friends? (yes)
• Who is ﬁrst in line? (o) Who speaks? (o) What does a do if o forgets to
speak? (a kicks him) Then what does o say? (/o/) So what sound do o
and a make together? (/o/) Please say it loud and long. (/o-o-o/)
• What sound does the ﬁrst letter in this word make? [Point to g.] (/g/)
• Slide the sound of the ﬁrst letter into the sound the friends make. (/go/)
• [Repeat the previous step several times with students who ﬁnd it difﬁcult
to blend /g/ with /o/.]
• What sound does the last letter make? (/t/) Add this last sound to the rest
of the word. (/go/ /t/) What is the whole word? (goat)
If your students have read the word correctly, praise them. If some students
have difﬁculty, tell them that their brains are playing tricks on them. Students
who do struggle to sound out the word should focus on blending just the ﬁrst
two sounds - /g/ and /o/. They can complete the word later. Help these students
by modeling the blending of the /g/ and /o/ while they watch your mouth, but
insist that they also do the blending themselves without your aid afterwards.
Draw students’ attention back to the card (or print coat) and proceed:

goat

Figure 2.2
Card 7

NOTE: Blending problems can be a major
impediment for some
students. Please read
Appendix C if you observe this difﬁculty.

coat

You did such a good job reading the word goat, I want you to try another
word. [Point to coat.] Do not shout out the word, even if you know it. Let’s
read the word just as you did the other one.
Adjust the dialogue you used for goat as you guide the class to decode coat using the Seven Special Steps. An example follows:
• What is the ﬁrst step you take when you try to read a new word? (Look
at the whole word.)
• Do you see the two friends? (yes)
• Who is ﬁrst in line? (o) Who speaks? (o) What does a do if o forgets to
speak? (a kicks him) Then what does o say? (/o-o-o/) So what sound
do o and a make together? (/o-o-o/)
• What sound does the ﬁrst letter in this word make? [Point to c.] (/c/)
• Slide the sound of the ﬁrst letter into the sound the friends make. (/co/)
• [Repeat the previous step several times with students who ﬁnd it difﬁcult
to blend /c/ with /o/.]
• What sound does the last letter make? (/t/) Add this last sound to the rest
of the word. (/co/ /t/) What is the whole word? (coat)

For a fuller understanding of the Seven
Special Reading
Steps, please read
Appendix C when
you have time. These
steps will be vital to
teaching the Stevenson Program effectively.

At this point you need to be sure that students understand the meaning of goat
and coat. In all likelihood, they will know the words. Even kids who have
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never seen a live goat seem to know what one looks like. Of course, the word
coat is extremely common, but some students who speak English as a second
language or others with oral language problems may not know these words. If
they do not, use a picture (or an actual coat) as a simple way to teach the meaning right now. In future lessons, this manual will provide very speciﬁc vocabulary building strategies.

For students who
already know the word
coat as something
you wear, you can
discuss a coat of paint
for some extra vocabulary development.

Before your teaching period ends, return to Card 7 (or print goat and coat on the
board again) at least once and repeat the decoding procedure.
Beginning Green Workbook A page 8 will reinforce the words
goat and coat.

Part 3: Combining Phonemic Awareness
and Printing on the Spelling Strip
Prepare to have the ﬁrst page of word cards from Appendix D and Beginning
Teaching Card 6 available before you begin instruction. Draw students’ attention to Beginning Level Teaching Card 6 (or recreate it on the board). Repeat
the following questions and elicit the responses:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Whom do you see? (The friends o and a.)
Who is ﬁrst in line? (o)
Who shouts his sound? (o)
Why does o get to shout his sound? (because he’s ﬁrst in line)
What if he forgets to say his sound? (a kicks him)
Then what does he say? (/o-o-o/)
So what sound do o and a make together? (/o-o-o/)

Next, take the word cards and perform the following simple steps as a visual
discrimination exercise.
• Hold up the word card for goat from Appendix D.
• Ask students if they see the two friends. (yes) Ask students what sound the
friends make when they are together in this word. (/o/)
• Hold up the word card for got from Appendix D.
• Ask students if they see the two friends. (no) Tell students that letter o has
a different job to do in this word and he makes a different sound. The students will learn that sound later.

Figure 2.3
Card 6

If your students are
consistently confused
about which letters
make which sounds,
you will ﬁnd it helpful
to read Appendix A of
this manual, and also
acquire Stevenson’s
Letter’s Teachers
Manual.

Repeat the same questions with word cards for coat and cot. This visual discrimination exercise will be expanded from time to time to include more words
and different responses. As simple as it seems, it will play an important role in
improving both reading and spelling.
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Now pass out spelling strips copied from Appendix E. Explain to your class
that they will often use these little pieces of paper, called “spelling strips.” Repeat or paraphrase the following:
Do you see the house at the top of your spelling strip? [Hold up a spelling
strip and point to the house at the top.] You have printed letters in a house
before, but this house has three rooms - the ﬁrst room, the middle room and
the last room. [Point to the rooms as you speak.] Point to the ﬁrst room for
me. [Check students’ work.] Now point to the middle room. Next point to
the last room. I would like you to listen to some words I will say.
The word is load. Do you hear /o/ in load? (yes) We did hear /o/, so I want
you to write o in the middle room. [Demonstrate by making Figure 2.5 on
the board.] After we write o, we must write o’s friend. If we don’t, he won’t
be able to say /o/. Who is o’s friend? (a) So put a after o in the middle room.
[Demonstrate by making Figure 2.6 on the board.]
The next word is feet. Do you hear /o/ in the word feet? (no) That’s right,
so we’re going to put an X in the middle room because the oa friends are
not at home. [Put an X on the board so students know what an X looks like.
Line 2 on students’ papers should look like Figure 2.7.]

Be prepared to walk
around the class
checking your students work as you
take them through this
process.

Figure 2.4

Figure 2.5

Figure 2.6

Figure 2.7

Continue in the same manner with the words boat, coat, loaf, pain, need, goat,
sail and soap. The ﬁnal product should look like Figure 2.8.
At this point, do not ask students to spell the whole word, even though some
may want to. They need to listen for the vowel sound in each word and print
the appropriate letters in the appropriate place on the strips. If students ﬁnd
this combined task (listening and printing) very difﬁcult, repeat it with different word lists. (However, do not repeat the task over and over in one sitting.
Spread this practice out over several short sessions.) You can make up your
own word lists of oa words or you will ﬁnd some additional ones in Stevenson’s
Letters Teacher’s Manual, Lesson 7 or The Beginning Level Spelling Manual
and Resource Book, Lessons 1 and 2.

Hints on Pacing

You might have been able to combine
this lesson with Lesson One in a single
teaching session. However, even if you took several sessions to complete Lesson One, you probably should not require more than one or two sessions for this
lesson. Even though students are learning a new - and very important - word
attack strategy, there are only two words available. What is most important
about the pacing for this lesson is that you do not move forward until students
have shown the ability to decode goat and coat, with your guidance, two days in
20
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a row. Even if your ﬁrst teaching session with this lesson went easily, do not be
surprised if students forget all about the decoding procedure the next day.

The modiﬁcations section toward the
Keyboard Work
end of Lesson One mentioned the use
of keyboards for physically challenged
students who cannot print. However, there are many ways that a keyboard can
be helpful to many students. First and foremost, in today’s computer-heavy
environment, students are exposed to keyboards early and often. Most students
consider using a computer keyboard to be fun, not work. Since your pupils are
using keyboards anyway, you might as well assign exercises that reinforce their
reading and spelling. In this and subsequent lessons, we will provide some
suggestions for keyboard exercises. However, please consider the following
points ﬁrst:
• Some dyslexic and/or learning disabled students have difﬁculty moving
back and forth between capital and lowercase letters. Since lowercase letters comprise the vast majority of what we read, Stevenson teaches these
ﬁrst. Therefore, you may wish to have one keyboard in your class on which
the capital letters are covered with stickers that give the lowercase shapes.
• Do not expect all students to manage the classic touch-type ﬁngering. Most
younger students simply do not possess the ﬁne motor control. Also, many
students with learning issues have weak ﬁne motor coordination which matures later than their peers. Some pupils will simply need to peck with their
index ﬁngers at ﬁrst. Nonetheless, do require students to use the correct
hand. It is very useful to place a narrow strip of paper or a piece of yarn
between the keys T and Y, G and H, B and N to form a line between one half
of the keyboard and the other. Explain to your students that they should tap
the keys on the side of the line with the hand that is on that side of the line.
(You should be careful about using the terms “left” and “right” since many
young children still confuse their left and right.) Using the correct hand is
one good habit you can insist on.
• You can assign a keyboard exercise either by asking students to copy it from
the board or by typing it to dictation. This latter approach is particularly
helpful for students who have difﬁculty printing. It allows them to practice
auditory processing and then use the keyboard to demonstrate their phonemic awareness. If you wish to dictate, rather than visually display work
for keyboard exercises, please dictate sounds not names. In other words,
do not dictate “gee,” dictate /g/ (hard sound). (Of course, for o and a the
name and sound are the same.) Although unorthodox, this approach will
help many children. Also, if you are dictating the exercise, you may have
to avoid using whole words right now, because many children are not ready
for conventional spelling quite yet.
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Here is a simple suggested keyboard exercise:

oa oa
g g
t t
goat
c c
coat

oa oa
g g
t t
goat
c c
coat

oa oa
g g
t t
goat
c c
coat

Modifications

In this lesson, you might again need to
make some accommodations for students who cannot print. Since pupils
do not have to print a full word during Part 3, you can simply provide two
cards, one for oa and one for X. Students can hold up or point to whichever
card is appropriate as you dictate. Another category of modiﬁcations involves
students who are learning English as a second language. Such students may
need to have pictures of a goat and a coat shown to them when they read these
two words. Those might be only the ﬁrst of many pictures you will use. How
many pictures you need will depend entirely on the individual students and the
extent of their current English vocabulary.
Please note that, subsequently, some lessons will not contain modiﬁcation sections. For example, we will not repeat the need for providing alternatives to
printing every time printing is covered.

Additional

Please let your students have fun with
Reinforcement
The Stevenson Program. Most students
ﬁnd the story of o and a to be funny, particularly the part about a kicking o. Have your students draw the oa friends.
Every student will impart the letters with personality in different ways. Students can take turns holding up a huge o card and a huge a card and standing
ﬁrst or second in line. If you feel your students can behave reasonably, the a
pupils can even act out some gentle kicking and the o students can respond with
an /o/ sound made “long and loud.” Always remind students that o and a are
good friends, and a, who stands second in line and has to be quiet, would never
actually try to hurt o.

Commentary

This lesson introduces the vital word
attack strategy called the Seven Special
Reading Steps. These steps address
many important issues that students with reading difﬁculties face. The simple
act of focusing on the whole word has several beneﬁts. Having students sound
22
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out the vowel pattern before attempting to sound out the full word also has important implications. Also having students say the vowel sound loud and long
has an important effect on their auditory processing and auditory memory. You
will ﬁnd it useful to read more about the steps in Appendix C. At this point,
it is not essential that you know every detail about the Seven Special Reading
Steps. In this and the following few lessons, you can simply follow the dialogue. However, the more difﬁculty your students have decoding, the more you
will appreciate the additional information in Appendix C. As you use the Special Steps and see your struggling students respond successfully, the importance
of the steps will become clear.
One point worth mentioning now is the value of asking your students questions
as a means of teaching them new procedures. You will notice that the Seven
Special Reading Steps in this lesson proceed in this fashion: “What is the ﬁrst
thing you do when you try to read a new word? (Look at the whole word.)
Do you see the two friends? (yes) Who is ﬁrst in line? (o) Who speaks?
(o) What sound . . .” etc. This teaching method is used not only for the Seven
Special Steps and for learning letter sounds, it is used throughout this manual.
When you ask a student a question, you force him or her to pay attention in
order to answer you. If you simply tell them things (e.g., “Look at the whole
word, see the two friends, o is ﬁrst in line, etc.) the student’s attention can easily
wander. Students with attention deﬁcits in particular beneﬁt from this approach
to teaching.
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Lesson Two - Outline

The First Vowel Pattern and Two Words
Please Note: This outline is designed to assist you with lesson plans. If you are using the Stevenson Program for the ﬁrst time and you have not received training, you must read the full lesson to
assure that you correctly implement the unusual teaching techniques and special clues. Only then
should you try to follow the outline. If you are very familiar with Stevenson strategies and materials, you might ﬁnd that this outline can act as your primary lesson guide. Please, however, refer to
the full lesson as soon as your students show any signs of struggling. The full lesson contains numerous suggestions and exact dialogue that address speciﬁc learning issues. An icon key is given
at the end of this outline. You should begin each new day of instruction with a warm-up review of
the previous day’s work. However, that activity is often assumed and has not been given an icon.

Objectives: The students will identify the vowel combination oa as making the single sound

/o/. Students will decode the words goat and coat with a special word attack strategy, identifying
the vowel sound ﬁrst. Students will discriminate the /o/ sound in words and symbolize this long
vowel sound in the proper location.

Materials:
For teacher
• Beginning Level Teaching Cards Numbers 1-7
• The word cards on the ﬁrst page of Appendix D and Appendix C for reference
For student
• Photocopy of the ﬁrst page of Appendix B
• Spelling Strip from Appendix E
• Pages 7-8 from Beginning Green Workbook A

Part 1: The Story of the oa Friends
C

Review Cards 1-5 to assure students recall the sounds of the ﬁrst ﬁve letters. Proceed to Card
6 and follow directions on the back to teach the story of the oa friends.
Page 7 of Beginning Green Workbook A.

Part 2: Reading goat and coat
C

Explain to students that the ﬁrst step they should take when they read a new word is to look
at the whole word. Follow directives on back of Card 7 to teach students how to decode the
words goat and coat using the Seven Special Reading Steps. Refer to Appendix C for details
on these steps.
Page 8 of Beginning Green Workbook A.
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Lesson Two Outline - Continued
Part 3: Combining Phonemic Awareness and Printing
on the Spelling Strip
C

Hold up Beginning Level Teaching Card 6 and review the story. Then ask students what
sound these friends make together.

•

Next take the word cards from the ﬁrst page of Appendix D to perform a visual discrimination exercise. Hold up each word card and ask students if they see the two friends. If they
do, they should tell you what sound the friends make. If they do not, tell them o makes a
different sound in that word which they will learn later.

SS Pass out spelling strips to all students for an activity that combines auditory discrimination

with printing. Dictate words in the list below. If students hear the sound /o/ in the word, they
are to print the oa friends in the middle room. If they do not hear /o/, they are to print an X.
If students struggle at all, return to the speciﬁc dialogue and instruction in the full Lesson 2.
Word List: load, feet, boat, coat, loaf, pain, need, goat, sail, soap

Icon Key

C

= Use Teaching Card

SS = Use Spelling Strip
= Beginning Green Workbook Pages
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